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Abst rac t - -The  concepts of robustness of sets and functions were proposed for the theory of in- 
tegrM global optimization which ensure that a robust minimizer can be approximated by a sequence 
of points at which the objective function is continuous. These concepts are generalized in this paper 
and global minimization of quasi upper obust functions is investigated. With the integral optimal- 
ity conditions of global minimum, we examine xistence of robust, accessible, and approximatable 
minimizers of discontinuous functions. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a topological space, S a subset of X, and f : X ~ R 1 a real valued function. Consider 
the following minimization problem: find the minimum value of f over S 
c* = inf f(x) (1) xEs 
and the. set of global minimizers 
H* = {x e S : / (x )  = c*}. (2) 
If the objective function f is bounded below, then f has the infimum c* over S. However, the 
set H* of global minimizers may be empty. If 
f is lower semicontinuous and S is inf-compact, (3) 
then the set of minimizers is nonempty. Here the condition "inf-compact" means that there is a 
real number c > c* such that the level set He = {x E S : f(x) <_ c} is a nonempty compact set. 
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The requirement of lower semicontinuity in (3) is moderate, but the condition of inf-compact is 
demanding. 
If S = X, and 
X is a finite-dimensional Banach space, 
(4) 
f is lower semicontinuous and coercive, 
then H* is nonempty. The coercive condition in (4) means that limllxll_..oo f(x) = +co. Here the 
condition of the space being finite dimensional is essential. When X is an infinite-dimensional 
space, if 
X is a reflexive Banach space, 
f is lower semicontinuous and coercive, (5) 
then H* ~ (3. 
Note that the existence conditions (4) and (5) are not suitable for a bounded objective func- 
tion f.  
There is a kind of existence theorem of approximate minimizers (see [1,2]): 
if (X, d) is a complete metric space, 
(6) 
f is bounded below and lower semicontinuous, 
then for e > 0, there exists a point xe E X such that 
f(x,) < c*+e, and f(x) > f(x,) -ed(x,,x), (7) 
for all x c X. Sometimes, we call such a point x, an e-minimizer. 
We still have another kind of existence theorem [3]. They are quite useful because the require- 
ment of compactness i  put on that of the objective function itself. 
If X is a Banach space, 
f E C 1 and satisfies Palais-Smale condition, 
(8) 
then there exists a point x* such that 
f(x*) = c*, and dr(x*) = 0, (9) 
where dr(x*) is the differential of f at x* and 0 is the null vector. Palais-Smale condition means 
that for each sequence {x,~} C X, 
{f(x,,)} is bounded the sequence {x,~} has 
(lO) 
and df(x,~) --* 0 a convergent subsequence. 
Each one of the above conditions, except (8), ensures only the existence of globM minimizers 
(H* # 0), or the existence of e-minimizers. However, the nonemptyness of the set of global min- 
imizers cannot ensure approximatability of minimizers [4] and finding them numerically. Recall 
that a function f : X ~ R 1 is said to be approximatable if the set C of points of continuity of f 
is dense in X, and for each x0 E X, there is a sequence {x~} C C such that 
x~---*xo and f (x~)~f(xo) .  (11) 
For example, let X = R 1 and 
z , z ~0,  
f(x) = --1, x=0.  (12) 
Each one of conditions (3)-(7) is satisfied, but the minimizer (or the e-minimizer, 0 < e < 1) 
x* = 0 is nonapproximatable. 
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In this paper, we investigate minimization problems of quasi upper robust functions, and exam- 
ine the optimality conditions and existence of robust, accessible, and approximatable minimizers. 
We recall some basic definitions and properties of robust sets and functions in Section 2. For a 
minimization problem, we need only consider upper robust functions which axe upper approxi- 
matable. In Section 3, we introduce concepts of accessible and approximatable minimizer in a 
local sense and examine the relationship among robust, accessible, and approximatable minimiz- 
ers. We establish optimality conditions for global minimum of a quasi upper robust function 
in Section 4. A quasi upper robust function may be discontinuous everywhere. In Section 5, 
we prove existence theorems on accessible and approximatable minimizers based on optimality 
conditions established in Sections 4. We conclude our paper in Section 6. 
2. ROBUST SETS.  
ROBUST AND UPPER ROBUST FUNCTIONS 
2.1. l~bust  Sets and Robust  Points 
We begin with recalling concepts of robust set, point, and semineighborhood (see [5] and [6]). 
Let X be a topological space and D a subset of X. 
DEFINITION 2. i. A set D C X is said to be robust if[ 
clD = clint D, (13) 
where int D denotes the interior of D and cl D the closure of D. 
An open set G is robust since G = int G. The space X itself and the empty set O axe trivial 
robust sets. A closed set may be robust or nonrobust. A robust set may be disconnected. The 
union of robust sets is robust, but the intersection of two robust sets may be nonrobust. The 
intersection of a robust set and an open set is robust. The interior of a nonempty robust set is 
also nonempty. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 .  A set D is robust i f  and only i f  OD = O(int D), where OD = (cl D) \ (int D), 
the boundary of D. 
Thus, for a robust set D, sets D, intD, and clD have the same boundary which is nowhere 
dense. A robust set or its complement can be represented as a union of an open set and a nowhere 
dense set. A set A is nowhere dense if the closure of A has no interior points. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A point x E clD is said to be robust to D i f  for each neighborhood N(x)  of x, 
N (x) N intD # O. Or, equivalently, there exists a sequence of points {xa} C intD such that 
X a ~ X ,  
i.e., x 6 c l intD.  If, further, x 6 D, then the point x is said to be a robust point o lD .  
An interior point x of D is always a robust point of D; a point x e int D implies x 6 N(x)  n 
(int D) ¢ ~ for all neighborhood Y(x)  of x. 
DEFINITION 2.3. I f  x is a robust point of a set D, then D is caned a semineighborhood f x. 
The following proposition shows how robust sets and robust points are related. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A set D in a topological space X is robust i f  and only i f  each point x o lD  is 
a robust point of D. 
2.2. Robust  and Upper Robust  Functions 
Let X be a topological space and f : X --* R I a real-valued function. Consider a class of 
discontinuous functions related to the concepts of robust sets and points. Recall that a function f 
is upper semicontinuous if the set Fc = {x : f (x )  < c} is open for each real number c; it is 
continuous if for each open set G C R 1, f - l (G)  is open in X. We generalize these concepts to 
upper robust and robust functions. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A function f : X - ,  R 1 is said to be upper robust iff the set 
F c={xeX: f (x )  <c} 
is robust for every real number c; it is said to be robust i f  for each open set G C R 1, f - l (G)  is a 
robust set in X.  
An upper semicontinuous function is upper robust. An increasing or decreasing function on 
X = R 1 is also an upper robust function. A function f is upper robust if and only if its epigraph 
epi( f )  = {(x ,c) :  f (x)  < c}  
is a robust set in the product space X x R 1. 
We can also define the concept upper robustness and robustness of a function f pointwise. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A function f : X -~ R 1 is said to be upper robust at a point x E X iff for 
each real number c, x 6 Fc = {x 6 X : f (x)  < c} implies that x is a robust point of Fc, or Fc 
is a semineighborhood f x. f is said to be robust at x E X if for each neighborhood N(a) of 
a = f(x),  the set : - l (g (a ) )  is a semineighborhood fx. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A function f is upper robust (or robust) if and only if it is upper robust (or 
robust) at each point. 
2.3. Upper  Robust  and  Upper  Approx imatab le  Funct ions  
Suppose X is a Baire space (a topological space X is called a Baire space if every nonempty 
open set in X is of second category). We know that (see [4]) a function f on X is robust if and 
only if it is approximatable in the following sense: 
(1) the set of points of continuity of f is dense in X, and 
(2) for each point • E X,  there is a net {x~} C C such that l ima x~ = • and lima f(x~) = 
We now generalize this idea to upper robust functions. For simplicity, we consider X being a 
complete metric space (it is a Balre space). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let X be a metric space and f : X ~ R 1 a real-valued function. Suppose C is 
the set of points of continuity of f . Then f is said to be upper approximatable if[
1. C is dense in X; 
2. for each point • E X,  there is a sequence {xn} C C such that lim,~xn = • and 
lim supn f(x~) <_ f(~). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be a topological space and f : X --* R 1 an upper robust function. 
Then the set D of points of discontinuity of f is of first category and the set C of points of 
continuity is of second category. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose X is a Baire space, f is an upper robust function on X. Then the 
interior of the set of points of discontinuity of f is empty and the set of points of continuity of f 
is dense in X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, f : X -~ R 1 and C the set of points of 
continuity of f . Then f is upper robust if and only if it is upper approximatable. 
PROOF. Suppose f is upper robust and • C X \ C is a point of discontinuity of f .  For each 
k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  the set Vk -~ {x E X : f(x) < f(~) + 1/k} is a nonempty robust set; • is a robust 
point of this set. Thus, 
CnNk(~)nintVk#O, k=1,2,..., 
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where Nk(2) = {x : d(x, 2) < 1/k} is a neighborhood of 2. Taking a point Xk, for each k, from 
the above set, we obtain a sequence {xk} C C. We then have 
1 
xkeC,  xk -*2 ,  and f (xk )<f (2 )+~,  k -~1,2 , . . . .  
I t  implies that  
Xk E C, xk --~ 2, and limsup f(xk) <_ f(2). 
k ---~ oo  
Conversely, suppose f is upper approximatable,  x E X is a point, and there is a real number 
e > c* such that  c E F~. Let e -- c - f (x)  > 0, then there is an integer K such that  xk E C and 
E 
f(xk) < f(x)  Jr "~, Vk ~_ K. 
Now, xk E C N Fc, and hence, we have xk E int F~, for all k _>. It  follows that  
xkE in tFc  and xk - - *2 .  
This proves that  2 is a robust point of f ,  and the function is upper robust. 
When we consider obustness at a global minimizer, the upper robustness implies robustness 
of a function because we have f(xk) >_ f(x*), for all points. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that X is a complete metric space, f : X -~ R 1 is an upper function, 
and C is the set of point of continuity of f .  Then f is robust at a minimizer x* if and only if 
there exists a sequence {xk } C C such that  
xk --* x* and f(xk) -* f(x*). 
3. ROBUST, ACCESSIBLE, AND 
APPROXIMATABLE MINIMIZERS. 
QUASI-UPPER ROBUST FUNCTIONS 
3.1. Def in i t ions  
In the previous section we examined the upper robust function in a topological space. When 
we study a function at a global minimizer, we can consider it "locally". In this section we 
will introduce concepts of robust, accessible, and approximatable minimizers and investigate the 
relationship among them. We first give definitions of these minimizers. 
When' c* = f(x*) is the global minimum value, we have f - l ( ( c*  - e,c* + e)) = Fc*+~ = {x : 
f (x) < c* + e}. Thus, the definition of a robust minimizer can be modif ied as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a topological space, S a subset of X,  and f : X --~ R 1 a reed-valued 
function. A point x* E S is said to be a robust minimizer if 
1. f(x*) <_ f(x),  Vx E S; 
2. for each c > c*, x* is a robust point of S N Fc = {x E S : f (x)  < c}. 
REMARK 3.1. In this definition we need only upper robustness of f at x*. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let X be a topological space, S a subset of X,  and f : X --* R 1 a real-valued 
function. A point  x* C S is said to be an accessible minimizer i f  
1. f(x*) <_ f(x), Vx C S; 
2. for each c > c*, there is a sequence of points {x~} C int (S N Fc) such that  
x~-*x  and  f(xa)--*f(x*) .  
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DEFINITION 3.3. Let X be a topological space, f : S C X --* R 1 a real-valued function. A point 
x* E X is said to be an approximatable minimizer i f  
1. f (x*)  <_ f (x ) ,  Yx  E S; 
2. there is a sequence {x~) C C Q S, such that 
~ --, ~* and f (~)  ~ f(:), 
where C is the set of  points of  continuity of f . 
REMARK 3.2. In this definition we drop the requirement that the set C of points of continuity 
of f is dense in X. 
The following example illustrates that these definitions are "local". 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X -- R 1 and 
where 
0E A={0}U,=I  4n~- l '4n -1  U 4n- l '  
B=A c= -o~, -  U ,oo UBIUB2, 
4n~-1 U U 4n+2 ' 
BI= U 4nq-2 '4n+l  u 4n+3'4n~-2  
n=l  
and 
~(  1 1 ) ( 1  1 )  
B2 = U 4n+1'  4n+2 U 4n+2'  4n+3 " 
n=l  
The set A is a nonrobust closed set because it has an infinite number of isolated points 
1 U 4n+2 " 
r~=l  
Let 
f 1, x e B, 
I(x) / Izl, xeA.  
The function f is lower semicontinuous and has a unique global minimizer x* = 0 which is a 
robust one because x* = 0 is a robust point of the set Fc = {x : f (x )  < c}, Vc > 0. However, 
f is not an upper robust function. Indeed, for each 0 < c _< 1, the set _Pc = {x : f (x )  < c}, 
which contains isolated points, is nonrobust. The global minimizer x* = 0 is approximatable and 
accessible. The function f is continuous at 1/4n E [1/(4n + 1), 1/(4n - 1)] c A, n = 1, . . . ,  
1 x. (1)  1 
- - - *  =0 and f =- -~0=f(x* ) .  (14) 
4n 4n 
3.2. Re lat ionsh ips  among Three Min imizers  
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a topological space, f : X -* R 1 a real-vMued function. Suppose 
that x* is a global minimizer of  f over S. Then the function f is upper robust at x* E S i f  and 
only i f  for each number c > c* = f (x*) ,  there is a sequence of  points {xa} C int(S M Fc), such 
that 
x~ --~ x* and f(xc,) --~ f (x*) .  (15) 
PROOF. Suppose that for each c > c* = f(x*)~ there is a sequence of points {x~} C int(S M -Pc) 
such that (15) holds. Then x* is robust to the set S M Ft. Since c* is the global minimum value 
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of f ,  Fc = 0, for all c < c*, they are trivial robust sets. Hence, x* is robust to S n F~ for each c. 
Therefore, f is upper robust at x*. 
Conversely, suppose f is upper robust at x* E S, then for each c > c*, x* is robust to SN -Pc. 
Take a decreasing sequence {Ck} such that ck < c and ck J. c* and filter base {Vfl(x*)} of 
neighborhoods of x*. We define a partial order a = (fl, k) such that a l  = (ill, kl) ~- a2 = (/32, k2) 
if and only i fa l  ~- a2 and kl > k2. Since x* is robust to SnFc , ,  we have 
Ya(x*) nint (S n F¢~) # O. (16) 
Taking a point x~ e V~(x*)n int (S n F~k ) for each a = (~, k), we obtain a sequence {x~} C 
int(S n -Pc) such that xa ~ x*. Moreover, we have 
f (x*)  = c* ~ f(xc~) < ck ~ c*. 
We have found a sequence of points {xa} C int(S n Fc) such that (15) holds. Thus, a robust 
global minimizer is accessible and vice versa. 
COROLLARY 3.1. A global minimizer is robust if and only if it is accessible. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a topological space, f : X --~ R 1 a real-valued function. Suppose 
that x* E S is a global minimizer of f . I f  the minimizer x* is approximatable then it is accessible 
(or robust). 
PROOF. Suppose that for each c > c* = f (x*) ,  there is a sequence of points {x~) C S n C such 
that 
x~ ~ x* and f(x,~) ~ f(x*).  
Then there is a0 such that 
x~ E SNF~, Va  ~ ao. 
For these points, we further have 
x~ E int(S n Fc), Va ~I a0. 
Indeed, the function is continuous at xa, thus, there is a neighborhood V(xa)  such that V(x,~) C 
S n Ft. It implies that V(x~) C int(S n Fc) and then x~ e int(S N Fc). Now we have found a 
sequence of points {x~) in int F, such that x~ --* x*. Thus, x* is a robust point of S n F,, and f 
is upper robust at x*. 
Howe'~er an accessible minimizer may be not approximatable. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Follow the notation in Example 3.1, let 
1, xEB,  
f l (x )  = Ixh x E A and x is rational, 
2]xl, x E A and x is irrational. 
The function f l  is discontinuous on A. Thus, there are no points of continuity of f l  approaching 
x* = 0 with the function values going to the global minimum value. However, x* -- 0 is a robust 
minimizer. Indeed, points xn = 1/4n < c/2 are interior points of Fc = {x : fl(X) < c} D Fc/2 = 
{x: f l (x)  < c/2}, the sequence {x~) goes to x* = 0. 
3.3. Quasi Upper Robust Funct ions  
In this section, we introduce the concept of quasi upper robustness. We will study optimality 
conditions and existence of global minimizers with quasi upper robustness in the later sections. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. A function f : X --* R 1 is said to be quasi upper robust on S iff for each c > c*, 
the level set 
S n Fc ~- {x • S : f (x )  < c} 
contains a nonempty robust subset. 
If a function is upper robust at its global minimizer x*, then it is quasi upper robust. Conversely 
a quasi upper obust function may be not upper robust at its global minimizers, even not requiring 
their existence. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let 
1, x=0,  
f (x )  = Ixl, x ~ 0 and x is rational, 
2Ix[, x is irrational. 
The function has the infimum c* -- 0, but does not have minimizers. For each c (0 < c < 1), 
Fc = {x: f (x )  < c} contains a robust set ( -c /2 ,  O) U (0, c/2), the function is quasi upper robust. 
Note that the function is discontinuous everywhere. 
4. OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS 
Let X be a topological space, S a subset of X, f : S -*/ /1 a real-valued function, and 
c* -- inf f (x) .  (17) 
xES 
We now examine the optimality conditions for global minimum using an integral approach under 
weaker assumptions ([5-7], for continuous function, [8], and [9] for robust function). To do so, 
some of the following assumptions are required. 
ASSUMPTION (M). (X, f~, ~) is a Q-measure space. 
ASSUMPTION (A). S is a measurable set and f is a measurable function. 
ASSUMPTION (R). f is quasi upper robust on S. 
A measure space (X, fl, #) is a Q-measure space if 
(1) each open set G is measurable: G • f~; 
(2) the measure of nonempty open set is positive, i.e., if G ~ 0 is open then #(G) > 0. 
We may assume that the measure/~ is finite. This assumption would impose no restriction on 
applications. 
REMARK. Assumption (R) requires only that the objective function f is quasi upper robust. 
4.1. A,Sufficient Condit ion for Global M in imum 
The following lemma leads to a sufficient optimality condition for global minimum. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that Conditions (hi), (A), and (R) hold. I f  c > e* = infxes f (x) ,  then 
#(He n S) > 0, where 
He n S = {x • S :  f (x )  <_ c). (18) 
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
#(He n S) = 0. (19) 
By Assumption (R), there exists a nonempty robust set D C S n -Pc. Now we have 
¢ D C SAFe  C SAHc,  (20) 
and int D ¢ ¢. It follows by Assumptions (M) and (A) that 
/z(S n He) > #(S N _Pc) > #(int D) > 0. (21) 
This contradicts (19). 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1, if He N S ~ ~ and #(He n S) = O, then c 
is the global minimum value of f over S. 
4.2.  m-Mean Value 
Suppose that Assumptions (A), (M), and (R) hold, and 
c > c* = inf f(x). 
xES 
We define the concepts of m-mean value and v-variance of f over its level set. These concepts 
are closely related to optimality conditions and algorithms for global minimization, see [10]. Let 
m : R 1 ~ R 1 be a given continuous trictly increasing function. Suppose that Assumptions (A), 
(M), and (R) hold, and c > c* = inf~es S(x). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose c > c* = minxes f(x). We define 
M1 (f, c; S) = 1 fg re(f (x)) d# (22) 
~( Hc N S) ons 
to be the m-mean value of the function f over its level set Hc N S. 
The function f is measurable, and SAHc contains a robust set. By Lemma 4.1,/~(SNHc) > 0. 
The concept of m-mean value is well defined. 
Note that if the minimization problem is unconstrained, S = X, we simply denote the m-mean 
value as follows: 
M l ( f , c )= #(Hc)l f om(S(x))d, 
The following proposition gives us properties of the mean value which are useful for further 
consideration. Their proofs are elementary. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The m-mean value of a function over its level sets and constraint set S has 
the following properties: 
1. c* < Ml( f ,  c; S) < c, for all c > c* = inf~es f(x). 
2. Mx(f, Cl;S) <_ Ml(f ,  c2;S), for c2 >_ cl > c*. 
3. l im~Ml ( f ,  ck;S) = Ml( f ,c ;S) ,  if c > c*. 
When c -- c*, the measure #(SA He.) may be equal to zero; we extend Definition 4.1 to c = c* 
by a limit process. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Under the assumptions of Definition 4.1, we extend the definition of m-mean 
value of f over S n H~ for c >_ c* = infxEs f (x)  as follows: 
M] (f, c; S) = lim 1 ~s re(f (x)) d~. (23) 
~k ~ c # ( S N Hck ) ngok . 
Since the sequence {M~(f, ck; S)} is decreasing and bounded below by c*, the limit of (23) 
exists and is independent of the choice of {ck}. The extended concept of m-mean value is well 
defined and consistent with (22) (see Property 3 of the m-mean value). Moreover, the properties 
of Proposition 4.1 are valid for the extended m-mean value. 
4.3. m-Mean Value Condit ions 
With the concept of m-mean value, the integral characterization for the global optimality is as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under Assumptions (A), (M), and (R), the following statements are equivalent: 
1. x* E S is a global min/m/zer o[ f over S and c* = f(x*) is the global minimum value; 
2. MI(f, c*; S) = .~(c*), (m-mean value condition); 
3. Ml ( f ,c ;S)  >_ re(c*), Vc > c*. 
PROOF. It is easy to see 2 and 3 are equivalent. We first prove 2 implies 1. Suppose c* is not 
the global minimum value of f but ~ is. Then c* - ~ = 27 > 0. According to Lemma 4.1, 
#(SAH~+,)  > 0 and #(SNHc. )  > 0. We have 
M1 (f, c*; S) = 1 / s  m(f(x) )  d# 
~(sn  He.) nHo. 
~(c*) 
-< #(SAH, . )  (#(SOH, . ) -  #(SoHe+,7)) + m(6 + ~ ). #(SOHe+,I)Iz(SAH, ") 
= re(c* )  - ~, 
where 
/3 = #(S n He+u) . (m(c*) - m(t  + 7)) > 0, (24) 
#(SAge. )  
which is a contradiction. 
We now prove that 1 implies 2. Suppose c* is the global minimum value of f .  Then f > e* for 
all x. Thus, for c > c*, we have 
l f s  m( f (x ) )d#> l f s  m(c*)d#=m(c*) .  M1 (f, c; S) = #(S 0 He) ngo -- "tz(S 0 He) ngo 
(25) 
Now take a decreasing sequence {ck} such that limk-~oo ck = c*. We have, from continuity of m, 
lira Ml (y, ck; S) >_ m(c*), 
C k ~ C* 
i.e., Ml(f ,c*;S)  >_ c*. But we always have Ml( f ,c ;S)  <_ m(c) for c >_ c* so that Ml(f ,c* ,S)  <_ 
re(c*). Therefore, 
Ml(f ,c*;S)  =c*. 
REMARK 4.1. In the foregoing theorem, if for one Q-measure one of Statements 2 and 3 is 
valid then c* is the global minimum value. Conversely, if c* is the global minimum value then 
Statements 2 and 3 hold for any Q-measure. This remark is valid for other integral global 
optimality conditions which we will discuss in the next sections. 
4.4. v-Var iance 
We now introduce the concept of v-variance, and prove the optimality condition with this 
concept. We will discuss this concept and theory under Assumptions (A), (M), and (R). 
DEFINITION 4.3. A nonnegative continuous function v : R 1 --~ R 1 is ca//ed a v-function if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
1. v is strictly increasing for y >_ O; 
2. v is strictly decreasing for y < O; 
3. v(y) =0 if and only if y = O. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. Suppose that c > c* = min~es f(x).  We define 
V1 (f, c; S) -- 1 /H v(y(x) -- e) d r (26) 
r(He n S) o~S 
to be the v-variance of the function f over its level set He n S. 
By Lemma 4.1, r (S  n He) > 0; they are well defined. The v-variance has the following 
properties. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The v-variance of a function over its level set and constraint set S has the 
following properties: 
1. Positivity: Vl(f,c; S) > 0, for c > c*; 
2. Cancellation: Vl( f  + ~, c + c~; S) = VI(f, c; S), for c > c*. 
The following proposition extends the definition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that {ck} is a decreasing sequence whose limit/s c > c*. Then 
(27) 
PROOF. According to Lemma 4.1, we have r (SoHe)  > 0 and r(SNHc~) > 0. We now estimate 
the integrals, 
r 1 f s  v(f(x) - ck) dr (S n Hc~) nHck 
[1 fs .(f(x)_c,)d. -< r(SAHe~) ~no~ 
1 f~ ~(S(~) - ~)  d,  
+ r(SNH~) nHo~ 
1 fs  v(f(x) - Ck) dlz + .(SnH~) n.o 
= I1+ I2 + I3. 
1 fs v(f(x) - ck) dr r(S n He) n~o~ 
1 
Is v(f(x) - Ck) dr  . (s  n He) nHc 
1 
tz(S N He) fsnH v(f(x)  - c) dlz I 
We have 
f~ <- (SnHe~) 
<- #(SAHib)  
/z(S1 He)t fsnH.k v(f(x) -ck)dr 
, ( s~ge)  S~(SnH~)  -,  O, 
since ]v(f(x) - ck)l is bounded, say, by B1 and/z(S n Hek) --~ r (  S N Ha). 
1 fs v(/(x) - ek) d~ < "(S n Hc~)- r(Sn He)B1-~0, 
I2 _< r(S n He) n~o~\Sn.o - r(S n He) 
because of the continuity of the measure and 
1 L [v(f(x) - ek) -- v(f(x)  -- e)ld~ --+ 0, I3 < t~( S n He) Age 
because of the uniform continuity of v and v(f(x) - ck) ~ v(f(x) - c) as ck --* c. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. If c* = min~es f(x), then the following limit exists: 
lim 1 /H v(f(x) - ck) d# = O. 
c.o* g (sn  Ho~) o~ 
(2s) 




1 L v(f(x) - Ck) d# 
/z (S n H~)  nHck 
1 v(f(x) - ck) d# (S M H~ k) v(f(x) - c*) 
lz ( S n H~ k) nH~k t z nHck 
1 ~S v(f(x) -- C*) d# = I1 +/2 ,  
+ ~ (s n Hc~) n~o~ 
1 f s  Iv( f  (x) - ck) - v ( f (x )  - e*)l d~ ~ 0 /1 < ~(sn  H~) nH~k 
by uniform continuity of v and v(f(x) - ck) ~ v(f(x) - c) as ck ~ c. Furthermore, f(x) < ck 
on SNHc~ so that f(x) - c*  < Ck --c* we then have v(f(x) -c*) < V(Ck --c*) --* 0 by continuity 
and monotonicity of v. Hence, 
f s  ] - c*) d# --* I2 < 1 v ( f (x ) -  c*) d~t < #(Sf3Hck) dSnHck 
1 f 
V(Ck O. 
- # (S n H¢ k) nS~k 
We now extend the definition of v-variance by a limit process. 
DEFINITION 4.5. 
follows: 
For c k c* = infzes f(x) we define the v-variance o f f  over the level set/arc as 
Vl(f, c) = lira 1 f s  v(f(x) - c) d#. (29) 
c .c , ( sn  HcJ  n~o~ 
The limits exist and are independent of the choice of {ck}. From Proposition 4.3 the extended 
concept is consistent with Definition 4.4. 
4.5. v-Var iance Cond i t ion  
With the concept of v-variance, we state and prove the v-variance condition for the following 
constrained minimization problem: 
c* = inf f(x). 
~ES 
THEOREM 4.2. Under Condition (A), (M), and (R), a real value c* is.the global minimum value 
of f over S if and only if 
vl (f,c*; s) = 0. 
PROOF. 
NECESSITY. Suppose that c* = infzes f(x), then 
111 (f,c*;S) = lim Vl(f, ck;S) = 0, 
Ck~C* 
by Proposition 4.4. 
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SUFFICIENCY. Suppose Vl(f,c*; S) = 0, but c* is not the global minimum value of f over S 
but d < c* is. Let 27 = c* - ~ > 0. Now, both #(S N Hc.-v) and/~(S n He.) are positive by 
Lemma 4.1. Moreover, f (x)  < c* - ~ for all x E S n Hc._v. Therefore, 
*. s) = 1 fs  v (S(x) - c*) dr  Vl ( f ,c  , t z (SNH~ *) nHo.\SnHo._, 
v ( f (x)  - c*) dlz 
+ F(Sn  He.) nH~._, 
1 ~s v ( f (x)  -- c*) dr  
>- ~(SNHc. )  NH~.\SNHc._n 
>_ v (~) , (SnHc . ) "  " - ~ (S n H~._,) > 0, 
#(SAHc. )  
which is a contradiction. 
5. EX ISTENCE THEOREMS OF  
ROBUST (ACCESS IBLE)  MINIMIZERS 
The Palais-Smale condition (10) ensures the existence of robust minimizers. However, the an- 
alytic requirement added on the objective function f is quite demanding. This existence theorem 
cannot be applied to a nondifferentiable continuous function, nor a discontinuous objective func- 
tion. In this section we will modify Palais-Smale condition (10) into one which fits the framework 
of robust analysis. 
5.1. Ex istence of Robust  (Accessible) Min imizers  
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a metric space, S a closed subset of X ,  f '. S C X --~ R 1 a bounded be- 
low, lower semicontinuous and quasi upper robust function, and G = int(SnFc.+E) = int{x C S : 
f (x)  < c* + e}, e > O. If 
for each sequence {x,~} C G, from VI(f, f(xn); S) --, 0 
it follows that there is a convergent subsequence {x,~ k} of {x,~}, (30) 
then there exists a minimizer x* such that 
Xn~ -~ X*, and 
f (~)  --, f(x*) = inf  s f (x) .  (31) 
Moreover, the minimizer x* is robust (or accessible). 
PROOF. Since c* is the infiraum of f over S, for each integer n, there is a point y,~ E S such that 
1 
f(y,~) < c* -~- 2--n" 
With the quasi robustness of the objective function f ,  we also have Xn E G (G C int(S n Fc*+E) 
and 1In < e) such that 
1 1 
f (xn)  < f(y,~) + -~n < c* q- -'n (32) 
Indeed, we can take G = int D, where D is a nonempty robust set contained in S M Fc*+e. Thus, 
intD c int(S M Fc*+c). We then obtain a sequence of point (xn} C intFc.+E satisfied (32). 
Furthermore, we can assume that {f(x,~)) is a monotone sequence without loss of generality. 
Therefore, we obtain a sequence of point {x~} C G such that 
f(x~) l c*---- inf f (x) .  (33) 
xES 
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From the integral optimality condition of global minimum, we have 
Vl(f ,  f (x,) ;  S) -~ O. (34) 
Hence, from condition (30), there exists a convergent subsequence {xn~ } of {x,~}. Thus, there is 
a point x* E X such that xn~ --* x*. The point x* is also in S since {In k } C S and S is closed. 
We now prove that x* is a global minimizer of f satisfying (31). Since c* is the global minimum 
value of f, we have 
f(x*) > c*. (35) 
Furthermore, by lower semicontinuity of f, for each e > O, there is a neighborhood U(x*) of x* 
such that 
f (x )  > f(x*) - 77, Vxe  U(x*). 
Because x~ --- x*, there exists a positive integer N such that for nk > N,  x~ E U(x*) and then 
f (xnk) > f (x*)  - ~?, Ynk > N. 
Letting n --* oo in the above inequality, we obtain from (33) that 
C* ~ f(x*) -- ~. 
Subsequently, by the arbitrariness of 7, we obtain 
f (x*)  <__ c*. 
It implies 
f (x*)  = c* = mx~f(x  ).
Furthermore, by the above construction, x* is a accessible minimizer of f. Therefore, x* is a 
robust minimizer. 
5.2. Existence of Approximatable Minimizers 
We now consider the existence of approximatable minimizers. An accessible (or robust) min- 
imizer may be not approximatable. The function in Example 3.2 satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 5.1; the minimizer is accessible. But the set of points of continuity of this function 
is empty; the function does not have approximatable minimizers. To ensure the existence of 
approximatable minimizers, we need more conditions uch as pseudo upper robustness. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a topological space, S a subset of X .  A function f : X --* R 1 is said 
to be pseudo upper robust on S iff for each e > O, the level set 
S A ffe'+e = {X E S :  f (x )  < C* -t- e} 
contains a nonempty robust subset D on which f is upper robust. 
A pseudo upper robust function is quasi upper robust. A quasi upper robust function may be 
not pseudo upper robust. Since a pseudo upper robust f is upper robust on a nonempty robust 
set D C S N Fc*+~, the set of points of continuity of f is dense on a nonempty open set int D. 
Therefore, we can always find a point in set Fc at which f is continuous. We then have the 
following theorem on the existence of approximatable minimizers; it can be proved in a similar 
way as Theorem 5.1. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a metric space, S a closed subset of X,  f : X ~ R 1 a bounded below, 
lower semicontinuous and pseudo upper robust function, and C is the set of points of continuity 
off. if 
for each sequence {xn} C C, from Vl(f, f(xn);  S) --+ 0 
it follows that there is a convergent subsequence {x~ k } of {xn}, (36) 
then there exists a minimizer x* such that 
Xnk ---4 X*, and 
(37) 
Moreover, the minimizer x* is approximatable. 
We now make some comments. 
REMARK 1. If f C C 1, a sequence {xn} satisfying condition (10) (f(x,~) is bounded and 
df(xn) --+ O) may not imply that Vl(f, f(x,~)) ~ O. Hence, the Palais-Smale condition requires 
more in order that sequences have convergent subsequence. 
For example [11], let X = R 1, and 
S(x)  = (x  2 - 0.5) exp (38) 
The function has a unique global minimizer x* = 0; it has also two maximizers x = =kx/~g, and 
two asymptotic local minimizers =kc¢. The Palals-Smale condition requires that sequences {xn} 
with xn --* 0 and xn --+ =kv/1-~.5 have convergent subsequences, and they do. It also requires 
that sequences {x=} with x= --* :t=c~ have convergent subsequences, but they do not. However, 
condition (36) only requires that sequences {x~} with x= --~ 0 have convergent subsequences. 
When f E C 1, the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is the same as (10) because when X is a Banach 
space and f E C 1, the necessary and sufficient condition Vl(f,c*) = 0 implies the necessary 
condition dr(x*) = 0. Of course, the most important improvement of this theorem is that it can 
be applied to a minimization problem with a discontinuous objective function. 
b'hnction (38) is not coercive so (4) and (5) are not valid for the existence of robust minimizers. 
REMARK 2. The following example shows that the conditions of Proposition 1.1 are more de- 
manding than those of Theorem 5.1. For example, let X = 12, and 
f (x)  = (llxll 2 - 0.5) exp (-Ilxl12). (39) 
The function also has a unique global minimizer x* = O, the null vector in 12. The conditions of 
Theorem 5.1 hold. However, (39) is not inf-compact. Indeed, for each c > e* ---- -0 .5  the level 
set Hc is a nonempty closed set. Take 0 < e < c + 0.5 small enough such that 
B~ = {x:  Ilxll < ~} C He. 
In fact, let 5 = 0.5 + c > e 2 and a point x E B~, i.e., Ilxll < e, then 
([Ixll 2 - 05)  exp {-Ilxll 2} <_ (~2 _ 05)  < ~-  05  = e 
Thus, x E He. However, the ball BE is not compact in the space 12. Hence, the level set Hc is 
not compact. 
REMARK 3. We can apply Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 to characterize the existence of critical points. 
For example, let 
- ,  x#0,  g(x) x2 sin 1 
O, x=O.  
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The function is differentiable on X = R 1, and 
g'(x) -- ~ 2xs in - -  
( 0, 
1 1 
cos - ,  x¢0 ,  
x x 
x----0. 
The origin x -- 0 is a critical point of g, at which the derivative is discontinuous. Since 
g , (~)__{1 ,  k - -odd ,  
-1 ,  k - -even,  
there is a point xk in (1/((k + 1)lr), 1/ (kr) ) ,  such that g'(xk) = 0; and g' is continuous at xk. We 
now consider f (x)  = Ig'(x)l. The infimum of function f is 0, and x = 0 is a global minimizer at 
which f is discontinuous. The global minimizer is approximatable. Theorem 5.2 can be applied 
to this situation, but not condition (10). 
6. CONCLUSION 
The concepts of robust, accessible, and approximatable minimizers are introduced in this work. 
An accessible minimizer can be approximated by a sequence of interior points of level set and an 
approximatable minimizer can be approximated by a sequence of points at which the objective 
function is continuous. To study the existence of these minimizers, the v-variance condition of a 
quasi robust or pseudo upper robust functions is examined and applied to characterize them. 
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